The least squama estimation problem with nonminimum norm conrtraiots on the unknown model paramden is coonidmed. Contrary to the quadratic conmtraint leaet sqsolutions the approach presented d w notd y satis@ the constraint, but rather relies on the nullity of the data matrix to maintain the unconstrained k t squares error d u e while trading off the minimum norm solution by another with the shorted distance from the null space of the constraint. The SVD of the data matrix is used to obtain the neeeaary informsion about the minimum norm solution M well M the ba& of the null space.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the leant-squares eatimation (LSE) probkm, the nonzero nullity property of the data matrix m4y arise mostly due to the nature of the data, M in the cane of noik free sinumida [l] . ThL property, however alro Mllaat. ituelf in the noby environment M a conneqnence of proassing the data prior to estimation to increak the d g d -b n o i r ratio [2] . In the latter cue, the data is prqjscted into the signal subspace and d t s in a r e d u d rank exprwsion of the nonsingular data matrix. When constraints other than minimum norm exist on the optimum weight vector the null space of the data matrix can be netuched in an attempt to satisfy the constraints without inereasing the minimum norm solution error d u e .
In this papex the above LSE problem is considered in the context of a multiple linear regremion model implemented by a transvensl filter whose tap weights are the unknown model panunetem. In this context, cures are wndared for which the model parsmeter estimate is derived from a finite block of data samples whase corresponding data matrix pomewea the nonseso nullity property. An optimal solution to this problem is, therefore, any model parruneter vector that yield^ the minimum poasible d u e of the num of error squares performance criterion. This d u t i o n rhanckrires a puuneter subqace whom dimension is equal to that of the data matrix nullity.
For the well-known minimum norm constraint, the result is a unique solution determined by the pseudo inverae Two exampka of one step forward linear pdiction are presented in which smoothnas constraintm are considered M the quadratic constraints on the predictor weights. The data in both examples coneiets of t m sinueoida with widely spread freqnmcien in additive gamh white noise. The first example represents the noiselem case where the no& power level is net to wro. In this case, with A4 2 4, the nonzero nullity of the data matrix is a natnral prop erty of the lesstsquaren problem formulation. The nullity in the noisy cane, on the other hand, is established through the rank reduction proceza which invokea setting the noik eigenduen to zero [a] . Both examples shm that by moving in the null space of the data matrix, or its reduced rank form, a -ther tllter imp& rapome c m be obtained at no expeme of the lesstsquarar error.
NULL SPACE LEAST SQUAREX
The knot squares estimation problem is where'w(n) ia a white nobe quenee whome power level is chosen to provide infinite SNR in the noiseless caae and 2OdB SNR in the noisy c a . In both CMW, w1 = rJ3, Ndme h e care. In this csle, the null space of A, N(A), k of dimension 7. The minimum norm solution is w = y = */6 radJrcc and the filter length M = 11.
SMOOTHNESS CONSTRAINT CASE
[O .S416, 0.0000, -0.2600, -0.6000, -0.0916, 0.0000, -0 
fdrls

V. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented an insightful approach to the leant quama artimation problem in which 1) the data n m trix h.s nonsero nullity, 2) it ia deuired to minimire a nonLinear quadratic function in the eutimator weight vector.
Contrary to the solution of the constraint lesst squares problem [6, 7] which ~a t i s g~ the constraint by trading off the unconstrained least squara error value, the might vector in the underlying problem is e t to be M close M pob sible to the COMtIaint null space without an increak in the estimation error. The key to thia appronch is to define the baais of the null spw via the SVD of the data matrix which ab0 provides the minimum norm solution. There bases are then uued to drive the weight vector away from its minimum norm value to an optimum solution which maintains the LSE error and haa the ohortest distance from the null space of the constraint. A theoretical frame work in developed with closed form expruwion for the came where smoothness represents the quadratic function. Veri5cation is given using examples of sinusoid in white noise. 
